
Portal Knights

**About Portal Knights**

Portal Knights is an action RPG in which players can explore a huge 3D sandbox world. They do

not only have to defeat numerous opponents, they also have to gather resources.

Portal Knights is a 3D sandbox adventure where always new surprises will await you. Explore with

your character many unique worlds, fight strong opponents and collect resources. With the

resources collected, you can then build weapons or stock up on supplies. Decide for yourself

whether you prefer to move through the individually designed worlds as a warrior, as a ranger or as

a mage. In addition, you have the possibility to play the game not only alone, but also with up to 4

players simultaneously in the local multiplayer mode. Master quests and random events, defeat

strong bosses, and complete your mission to restore peace in your world.

**Portal Knights - Features:** 

- Large 3D sandbox worlds: In Portal Knights you have many 3D sandbox worlds available, between

which you can freely travel to and fro.

- Design your character: In Portal Knights, you can choose to fight as a warrior, ranger, or mage.

Each character has unique abilities that can be used in combats. In addition, you have the

possibility to customize your character and change its appearance until it meets your

expectations.

- Fight against enemies: On your journey through the numerous worlds, you will always meet

opponents, with whom you can fight in exciting combats. Use your character's abilities, strengths,

and weapons to quickly and effectively defeat your opponent. In addition, you will always be

confronted with strong bosses. In the boss battles you have to prove even more tactical skill than

in the normal battles, as the bosses are very difficult to defeat.

- Gather resources: In addition to exciting battles, Portal Knights is all about collecting resources.

Explore the worlds and search for useful resources. If you collect them in your inventory, you can

use them to craft weapons or other equipment. By gathering resources, you also ensure that your

supplies are always sufficient for your long and arduous journey.

- Local multiplayer: You can play Portal Knights alone, or with up to 4 players at once. For this you

just have to connect via the same Wi-Fi.

Conclusion: Portal Knights is a successful action game whose gameplay is partly reminiscent of

the popular sandbox game Minecraft. However, this game is not just about collecting and crafting

objects, but also about fighting enemies.


